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Abstract
Recent progress has been made at the newly commissioned Ion Source Test Facility (ISTF) [1]. Phase II, the final phase of the project, was completed in March 2016.
First measurements were performed with D-Pace’s TRIUMF licensed H- ion source [2]. The source was first characterized with H- and an extraction study of the H- ions was
performed. A study of the production of heavy negative
ions with volume cusp sources was started. Measurements
with helium revealed no negative ions were extracted. Negative carbon ions were produced with acetylene. The beam
composition has been analysed with a spectrometer.

INTRODUCTION
A new Ion Source Test Facility (ISTF) designed by DPace Inc. has recently been commissioned at Buckley Systems Ltd. in Auckland New Zealand [1]. The ISTF’s main
purpose will be to research and develop ion sources, beam
diagnostic devices and beamline components. The final
phase of the installation was completed in March 2016. DPace’s TRIUMF licensed filament-powered H− source [2]
as well as D-Pace’s University of Jyvaskyla 13.56 MHz RF
powered H− source [3] can be installed at the ISTF. The
diagnostic devices include a pneumatic and a fixed Faraday
cup, an emittance scanner, a mini beamline, an analyser/spectrometer set up for 100:1 mass resolution, an optical fibre beam profile monitor licensed from the University of Bern [4], a residual gas analyser and an optical spectrometer.
Initial characterization of the filament-powered source
was performed with hydrogen and a study of the extraction
of the ions is also ongoing. The ISTF will also be used to
study the production of heavy negative ions with volumecusp ion sources. Initial tests with helium show that no negative helium ions are being extracted from the source. Negative carbon ions were extracted from the source when
acetylene was used. The different species extracted are analysed as a function of the various source settings.

usually biased between 1 kV and 4 kV also serves as an
electron dump due to an added magnetic dipole field. Finally, the third lens is the ground lens.
For large ion production rates, the extraction is space
charge limited and will follow the 3/2 Child-Langmuir
power law [5]. For two species, the Child-Langmuir law
still applies for the defined total current [6]:
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where IH is the H current, me is the electron mass, mH is
the H- mass and Ie is the electron current. IH- is taken as the
bias current, not the Faraday cup current to include all the
ions that are extracted from the source. The electron current is the extraction lens current since all the electron are
deflected onto the lens by the dipole field. We assume here
that no H− ion hits the extraction lens.
For the emission from a flat surface at zero initial velocity, the Child-Langmuir law states [7]:
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where J is the current density, d is the distance between the
plasma lens and the extraction lens and V is the potential
applied to the extraction lens. The perveance of the beam,
P, is only dependent on geometry. For a circular aperture
of radius r, the relation between the current and the current
density is given by: 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 2 𝐽𝐽.
The extraction lens potential was incremented from 1.5
kV to 3.7 kV. The arc in the ion source’s plasma chamber
was set at 20 A and 130 V, the beam energy was set at 30
keV and the gas flow was set at 15 sccm. The results are
presented in Figure 1. The data is fitted to Eq. (2) with different perveance values P.

HYDROGEN
Initial measurements at the ISTF were performed with
D-Pace’s TRIUMF licensed filament-powered H− volumecusp ion source. The source was tested up to 16.1 mA DC
of H- beam with a normalized 4 rms emittance of 0.77 mmmrad.
The extraction of the source was studied. The ion source
extraction system is composed of three lenses. The front
plate of the source, called the plasma lens, is biased at a
few volts. The second lens, called the extraction lens, is
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Figure 1: Perveance plot of a 30 keV H− beam for various
plasma lens voltages. The arc current was set at 20 A and
130 V and the gas flow was set a 15 sccm. The data was
fitted with the 3/2 power law over the extraction limited
region.
We see that the source follows the 3/2 power low for low
extraction voltages. At higher extraction voltage the source
becomes production limited and the extracted current is

saturated. One will notice that the plasma potential changes
the perveance. The plasma lens plays a crucial part in negative ion sources because it is thought to help the transport
of negative ions to the extraction region and it depletes the
electron from the extraction region [8]. Furthermore, Figure 1 shows that the plasma potential has an effect on the
perveance of the beam.
The Child-Langmuir law is only valid for flat emission
surfaces. Therefore, Eq. (2) is invalid for a curved plasma
meniscus. If we assume that the meniscus is spherical and
that the curvature remains constant as a function of the extraction potential, we can solve Poisson’s equation in
spherical coordinates to better describe the geometry.

Figure 3: Calculated extraction limited current for various
emission surfaces. The negative curvature represents a concave emission surface while the positive curvatures are for
convex surfaces.
A proper fit to the data using Eq. (3) could not be done
because the perveance values obtained from Figure 1 are
lower than predicted since we believe some H- current is
lost on the extraction. This causes the measured ITot to be
lower than the actual value. Therefore, an estimation of the
meniscus curvature couldn’t be calculated.

HELIUM
Figure 2: Schematic of the extraction geometry with a
concave spherical meniscus. R is the radius of curvature
of the meniscus and d is the distance between the lenses.
Figure 2 presents a schematic of the geometry for a concave meniscus. A convex meniscus can be described by
setting the radius R to the left of the plasma lens. We will
assume radial symmetry of the electric potential and in the
velocity of the particles. Using the same procedure as with
the planar case[5], we obtain the following differential
equation.
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Equation (3) can be solved numerically. Changing the solving interval varies the radius of curvature of the meniscus.
The equation was solved for positive (convex) and negative (concave) radii of curvature. The solution for 𝑅𝑅 ≫ 𝑑𝑑
converges with equation (2) for both positive and negative
radii of curvature. The results are presented in Figure 3.
We see how a curved plasma meniscus reduces the
current extracted from the source for concave surfaces and
does the opposite for convex surfaces. We also notice that
the relation between the curvature of the emission surface
and the current extracted is non-linear. Relating the results
back to Figure 1, it seems like we have a convex emission
surface that is approaching a flat surface as the plasma lens
voltage is reduced. An extraction study of our source will
be completed to compare the simulated curvature to the one
predicted here.

Helium was used as the injection gas in the filamentpowered volume-cusp ion source. Helium forms a metastable negative ion with a lifetime of 18.2 µs [9]. Negative
helium ions are commonly produced by charge exchange
through alkali vapour chambers [10]. No measurable beam
could be measured from our ion source. The large plasma
volume is thought to give transit times that are larger than
the lifetime of the negative helium ions that would be created in the plasma. Therefore, any negative ion produced
in the plasma would lose its extra electron before being extracted from the source.

CARBON
In an attempt to obtain negative carbon ions from DPace’s TRIUMF licensed H- source, acetylene was used as
the injection gas in the source. Acetylene was chosen because it has the highest carbon to hydrogen content (1:1)
out of any organic gases. Furthermore, acetylene is known
to produce negative ions through interactions with electron
[11, 12]. These studies found that the two most abundant
negative ions produced were C2− and C2 H−.
Using four half-circle tantalum filaments, a plasma was
generated at about 320 A of filament current. The ion
source extraction and cusp configurations remained unchanged from the H− case. Arcing between the extraction
and the plasma lenses became a problem at higher flow
rates and higher arc currents. Such arcing has never appeared while using hydrogen, even though the lens are only
2.7 mm apart. It might suggest that the plasma meniscus is
convex when using acetylene and is protruding in the extraction region. Further study needs to be done to completely eliminate the problem.
Up to 250 µA of beam has been extracted from the
source at 5 A of arc current. Additional analysis with the
spectrometer show that the beam is mostly composed of

C2−, C2 H− and C2H2−, as can be seen in the spectrometer
scan presented in Figure 4. This compares well with previous measurements done on the interaction between acetylene and electrons [11] except for the strong C2H2− signal.
H− was also found in large proportions in our beam. This is
not surprising since our source is optimized for H− production and the bond dissociation energy of the C-H bond at
298 K is 132.8 kcal/mol while the dissociation energy of
the C≡C at the same temperature is of 230.6 kcal/mol [13].
This also explains why we get a larger proportion of C2Hx
compared to CHx ions. There is also a considerable current
of C4Hx in the beam. These ions are likely the result of a
polymerisation of the acetylene [14].

Figure 4: Spectrometer scan obtained with acetylene. The
arc was set at 1.5 A and 120 V and the gas flow was set
at 10 sccm.
Acetylene has also shown to cause some cleanliness
issues. When the source is running with hydrogen, tantalum is being sputtered from the filaments and forms a thin
coat on the plasma chamber walls. However, when running
acetylene, the plasma strips the thin film from the wall and
forms flakes that land at the bottom of the plasma chamber.
These flakes could potentially cause the plasma lens to
short against the body. Cleaning the plasma chamber before running acetylene has been shown to greatly reduce
the concentration of flakes in the source. Using a non-hydrogenated gas such has carbon monoxide might improve
cleanliness and will be tested in the future.
Future work will include analysis of the beam composition and current as a function of plasma parameters. The
source will then be optimize for maximum production of
C─ and C2−. The goal is to achieve more than 1 mA of C─
and C2− with higher arc currents and an optimized source
configuration.

CONCLUSION
A new ion source test facility has recently been commissioned. The ISTF was first used to analyse H- ion production with a filament-powered volume-cusp ion source. A
study of the extraction revealed that the plasma lens potential changes the curvature of the plasma meniscus. Heavy
negative ions are also being investigated. No negative helium ions were produced with the filament-powered volume-cusp source. Negative carbon ions were extracted
from the source when acetylene was used as the injection
gas. The source will be optimize for the production of C─
and C2− with a goal of obtaining up to 1 mA once the physics is better understood.
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